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Suppl. Figure 1. Normalization of the light sensitivities of 8 PMTs of the Black Box I 

(BBI) in comparison with the dataset of IVIS Lumina II system (abbreviated to IVIS 

system hereafter, PerkinElmer). (A) Linear correlation between the dataset of PMTs in 

the BBI system and the data set of the IVIS system. (B) Statistical analysis on the linear 

correlation between the dataset of 8 PMTs and that of the IVIS system showing linearity 

slope, standard errors, and correlation coefficients. 
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Suppl. Figure 2. (A) Log-scale standard curve of the SEAP assay that was determined 

with a single-tube luminometer in mouse plasma. (B) Three dimensional (3D) plot of the 

data sets of the BBI and IVIS systems showing average radiance vs. SEAP concentration 

(note axes are plotted on log scale).
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Suppl. Figure 3. (A) Evaluation of the the BBI system using 8 plasma SEAP samples. 

(B) Time course of the optical intensities of the SEAP plasma samples. Inset ‘a’ shows 

the optical image of 8-lane PCR tube. The dotted box highlights the most stable time 

window after addition of the substrate.
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Suppl. Figure 4. (A) Determination of SEAP levels in plasma. Inset ‘a’ shows the optical 

image of 8-lane PCR tube, carrying duplicates of two standards (STD1 and STD2) and 

two unknown SEAP plasma samples (S1 and S2). (B) Simultaneous determination of 

unknown plasma SEAP samples with the BBI and IVIS systems. Inset ‘b’ demonstrates 

the table of results obtained by using the BBI and IVIS systems. The sampling time 

indicates the light acquisition time after substrate injection.
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Suppl. Figure 5. Evaluation of the optical sensitivity of the BBI, Lago and IVIS systems 

to very fast low light level (LLL) signals from mouse organ tissues. (A) Variance in the 

dataset according to varying light exposure times the of BBI and IVIS systems. The left 

and right graphs represent the optical intensities of the BBI and IVIS systems, 

respectively. The numbers on bars represent the average values of each channel. (B) 

Determination of organ tissue metastases of cancers. The organ tissues were first placed 

on a Petri dish and imaged with the Lago system (Spectral Instruments Imaging). The 

tissues were then transferred to an 8-well microstrip, and the corresponding optical 

intensities were simultaneously determined using the BBI and IVIS systems. The bar and 

line graphs represent the optical intensities of the tissue biopsies by the BBI and IVIS 

systems, respectively. Inset a shows the optical image of eight different organ tissues 

from Mouse 4 on a Petri dish.
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Suppl. Methods

Mouse imaging. To image the tumors, the mice were anesthetized by standard gas 

anesthesia (2% isoflurane with oxygen flow of 0.8 to 1 L/min) and were i.p. injected 

with 50  of nCTZ in 100 µl saline cocktail supplemented with 35% PEG400 and 10%  𝜇𝑔

ethanol (n=3). The corresponding BL images of the tumor xenografts were captured in 

the prone or supine position with the Lago system (Spectral Instruments Imaging). To 

quantify the number of emitted photons, regions of interest (ROI) were drawn over the 

areas of the tumors, and the maximum photons per second per square centimeter per 

steradian (p/sec/cm2/sr) generated by Aura (ver 2.2.0) were recorded (Figure 3A).


